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the pace has become so furious that Clear, ACT ONE, OBJ, Larch, the notion of 
Institutions, CCS, CSP and Modal Logics are all dealt with in twenty hectic pages. 
I can sympathise with the authors’ dilemma: to leave all this out might give a 
misleading impression of the field, but to include it requires several more volumes. 
I have some minor complaints about the book. It is a shame that there are one 
or two unnecessary and irritating discrepancies between the notation presented and 
the recently published Z Reference Manual; although perhaps it would be unfair 
to assume that this is solely the authors’ fault, it would be nice to see more consistency 
between the different Z practitioners at Oxford. There are a few of the apparently 
inevitable minor typographical errors and infelicities of layout which automatic text 
processing seems to have brought in its wake. There is also one definite mathematical 
error (the assertion that the successor function is a bijection on the natural numbers, 
closely followed by the asertion that zero is not in its range) which should give 
pause to those who would have us believe in the infallibility of mathematical 
methods. 
These are quibbles, though. Overall, this is an excellent book. I would whole- 
heartedly recommend it for anyone who wants to learn how to write and think about 
formal specifications, and also for anyone who is familiar with the notation at a 
superficial level and would like a little more insight into the underlying ideas. While 
it does assume a certain mathematical inclination on the part of the reader, for 
anyone who is capable of enjoying mathematics this is one of the best texts available 
on this important subject. 
Anthony HALL 
Praxis Systems Plc 
Bath, United Kingdom 
Software Productivity. By Harlan D. Mills; Foreword by Gerald M. Weinberg. Dorset 
House, New York, 1988, distributed by Wiley, Chichester, United Kingdom, Price 
X19.85 (paperback), ISBN o-932633102. 
This collection of essays was first published by Little, Brown in 1983, and is now 
republished in soft cover. The essays were written between 1967 and 1981, when 
Mills was at IBM striving to persuade the company’s management to embrace the 
ideas of structured programming as he understood them. The core of these ideas is 
programming without GO TO statements and top-down design, programming, and 
testing. The software that concerned him was being developed for IBM OS/360 
machines, the “languages” were OS JCL, OS Utilities Control Statements, Linkage 
Editor statements, PL/I, and S/360 Assembler Language. 
Mills had no illusions about the quality of this environment. He describes PL/I 
as “an ad hoc hodgepodge whose origins are exterior pragmatics rather than any 
deep theoretical synthesis of user needs and computing realities”; the facilities of 
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OS/360 are “complex, arbitrary, and hard to use”; OS/360 should be regarded “as 
a natural system, like a cow, rather than as a rational system”; programmers who 
try to regard it as a rational system “simply get mad and do not get much accom- 
plished”; JCL “has grown up quite haphazardly”. 
Readers of a practical bent will feel sympathy for the author as he tries to make 
some sense out of software development in this context. It is important to remember 
just how bad things were then (and still are in many software development groups 
today): almost any discipline would bring large improvements over the chaos that 
reigned. Mills saw clearly the crucial role of technical excellence where many others 
saw only a mangement problem; he saw the need for logistic support in a world 
where programs were thought of as card decks; and he saw the need for senior 
mangement commitment to better methods. As a historical document the book is 
certainly an interesting and salutary reminder. 
Technically, however, it is very disappointing. The gospel of programming without 
GO TO to statements is preached tirelessly, but uncritically. The December 1974 
issue of Computing Surveys is cited, and Knuth mentioned among its authors, but 
even in the most technical of Mills’ essays there is no mention of the ideas discussed 
by Knuth in his paper on structured programming with GO TO statements. PL/I 
ON-units are at least as productive of unintelligible complexity as GO TO statements, 
but Mills neither warns his readers to avoid them wherever possible nor offers 
suggestions for their controlled use. There is an extensive discussion of mathematical 
foundations, interpreting structured flowcharts in terms of state-transition functions; 
a structure theorem, a correctness theorem, and an expansion theorem are stated, 
the last being essentially that choosing the predicate in an IF-ELSE expansion of 
a given function determines the two subfunctions, while choosing the subfunction 
in a DO-WHILE determines the termination predicate. But no substantive example 
is given of the application of this theory; the only example given anywhere in the 
book is a completely informal development of a linear and a binary search. 
More seriously, the central idea of top-down design is left unexamined and 
uncriticized. Persuaded by the elegance of Dijkstra’s writings on structured program- 
ming, Mills accepts and repeats claims for top-down decomposition and its more 
respectable academic cousin, stepwise refinement, that are at best wildly exaggerated 
and at worst totally false. The crucial weakness of these approaches is that a 
decomposition step may be invalidated if any descendant subproblem later proves 
to have no acceptable solution, and the invalidity of a parent step may make all of 
its descendant steps irrelevant; none of the work is therefore known to be valid 
until everything is satisfactorily completed. Top-down decomposition and stepwise 
refinement therefore depend on the developer’s ability to foresee all the later steps: 
the problem must be already solved before the process is begun. 
Mills was not alone then, and is not alone now, in uncritical advocacy of such 
methods. They were not without value in their time: they brought some semblance 
of order where there had been chaos; they drew attention to the need for method 
in software development; they encouraged aspirations to rigour; and they brought 
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the worlds of the practitioners and the theoreticians an inch or so closer. In these 
beneficial processes Mills has been one of the most influential and effective catalysts. 
Michael JACKSON 
Michael Jackson Systems 
London, United Kingdom 
Comparative Programming Languages. By L.B. Wilson and R.G. Clark. Addison- 
Wesley, Wokingham, United Kingdom, 1988, Price X16.95 (paperback), ISBN 
o-201-18483-4. 
You have probably seen this book around. It is the one with the Mediaeval Tower 
of Babel on the front. 
I have been waiting for a long time for a decent text on the principles of 
programming languages. I do not think I have found it yet, but we are getting 
warmer. Essentially, I need a book that discusses program-language features and, 
for each one, shows what it is there for and the different ways in which it can 
manifest itself in different languages. I do not, in the main, need to know about 
small differences of syntactic sugar, but this book makes a point of saying, for each 
feature, “this is how it looks in PASCAL”, and then “this is how it looks in ADA”, 
as if that were an important matter. I might have accepted this if it had given equal 
prominence to the important semantic differences between the two, but this informa- 
tion, where it is given at all, is often spread so thinly throughout the book that, if 
you did not already know that there existed a problem to be addressed, you could 
easily miss it entirely. Too often, important distinctions are presented to the reader 
as if they were mere afterthoughts. 
Example: There is a chapter on types and declarations. What is a “type”? That, 
surely, is a fundamental question. The answer should surely be that it is “a set of 
objects, the allowable values of the type”, but the view of types as sets is not 
presented (it is just hinted at). Again, when are two types to be considered 
equivalent-a point on which different languages take fundamentally opposed 
views? Nothing at all in this chapter, and just a brief mention three chapters later 
and then only in connection with the declaration of arrays (the least interesting 
example of the real problem, which only becomes interesting in the case of recursive 
data structures). Moreover, the ADA example given claims that, in d, e: array{ 1 . .lO) 
of integer; d and e are of different type, which just ain’t so. As to whether structural 
equivalence is better/worse than name equivalence and how the choice might be 
influenced by the presence of generics or polymorphism, there is no mention at all. 
Example: There is a chapter on modules which seems to perpetuate the common 
fallacy that modules are inextricably linked with separate compilation. In reality a 
module is just another kind of declaration, but the possibility of “local” modules 
